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ABSTRACT 
 Two month-long experiments were performed to evaluate wave transformation 
across a rough rocky reef at Hopkins Marine Station, Monterey Bay, California. Outside 
of wave breaking, approximately 30% of the measured wave energy flux by sea and swell 
waves was dissipated over 140m. The bottom roughness of the rocky reef is defined by 
the standard deviation of bottom vertical variability (σb) and is 0.9 m. The energy 
dissipation, 〈εf〉, is related to bottom friction resulting in energy friction factor (fe) found 
to range between 0.03 and 43.8. An empirical power-law relationship was developed for 
fe as a function of wave orbital excursion (Ab) and σb. Inside of wave breaking at the 
shallow-water stations (h<2 m), wave heights, Hrms, collapsed to a non-linear 
relationship as a function of h that was lower than the estimated wave breaking parameter 
for this site, γ=0.29. An analytical model for shallow-water wave transformation on a 
plane sloping bottom with bottom friction only was derived matching the observed 
results. In deeper stations (h>2m), wave transformation is due to a combination of 
friction and wave breaking. Field-estimated fe ranged 3.8–8.2. These parameters were 
applied within the Thornton and Guza wave transformation model from 1983, and tested 
across the measurement array resulting in skill ≥ 0.9. The wave response to being 
frictionally dominant has important implications in describing biological communities 
within a rocky environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
It is estimated that 75 percent of the world’s coastlines can be described as rocky 
(Bird 2000). Only a few wave transformation measurements have been made on rocky 
shorelines, and those studies have been limited to rocky shore platforms, which constitute 
about 20 percent of rocky shorelines (Kirk 1977; Emery and Kuhn 1982; Trenhaile 2002; 
Poate et al. 2018). Rocky shore platforms are classified as either a seaward sloping uniform 
ramp (type A) or near horizontal with an abrupt cliff at the seaward extent (type B) 
(Sunamura 1992; Kennedy and Beban 2005; Marshall and Stephenson 2011). The rest of 
rocky shorelines can be characterized as “rougher,” and are commonly studied by marine 
biologists owing to their diverse complexity in colony structure, and high density of marine 
biota (Denny et al. 1992; Koehl and Powell 1994; Trowbridge 2004). “Rougher” rocky 
shorelines will be referred to as rocky reefs. The rocky reef-like structure supports a quasi-
random undulation of rock mounds that results in quick transitions, forming bathymetric 
highs and lows. 
Several studies of wave transformation have been conducted over coral reefs whose 
seabed is rough (Lowe et al. 2005; Péquignet et al. 2011; Monismith et al. 2013; Monismith 
et al. 2015, Rogers et al. 2016; Lentz et al. 2016), and are included as a comparison with 
the measurements here. Unlike coral reefs, rocky reefs can extend well above the high-tide 
water line. The large bathymetric variability as it extends to the intertidal zone forms the 
commonly observed shallow-water tide pools, where the size of the pool depends on rocky 
relief (Storlazzi and Field 2000). The irregularity of rocky reef shorelines results in narrow, 
irregular wave-swept surge channels (Denny et al. 1992), to small coves, to larger pocket 
beaches (Storlazzi and Field 2000). Coral reefs are living organisms that biologically and 
hydrodynamically evolve (Monismith 2007) whereas rocky reefs are not living organisms, 
slowly erode, and can be considered a relatively static bottom. Rocky reefs also exist in 
meso- to macro-tidal environments and can be exposed to larger waves than most coral 
reefs, which are typically located in micro-tidal environments with smaller waves (Kench 
and Brander 2006). On a rocky reef in Monterey, CA, Denny et al. (2003) used 
dynamometers and measured impact velocities due to wave breaking on the rocks can 
2 
exceed 25 m/s. These impact velocities define the colony structure (Denny et al. 2003). 
The biological recruitment, migration, and transport for rocky reefs are critical in the health 
of the ecosystem, where waves are hypothesized to govern relevant processes.  
To improve our understanding of waves on the rocky reef ecosystem, wave 
transformation across the rough bottom seaward of wave breaking is required. In Chapter 
II, wave energy flux (F), outside of wave breaking is defined by: 
 𝜀 ,     (1) 
where, E is the energy and 𝐸 1 8 𝜌𝑔𝐻 . Cg is the group wave speed represented by 
𝐶 1 2⁄ 1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, where C is the wave phase speed, k is the wave number and 𝜃is 
the wave direction. x is positive in the direction of wave propagation and 𝜀 is dissipation 
due to bed friction. Seaward of the surf zone, outside of wave breaking, and assuming 
waves are approaching shore normal, over straight and parallel contours, changes in F are 
solely a function of the cross shore component (x) and are due to 𝜀 where: 
 𝜀 𝜏 𝑢 ,     (2) 
the overbar indicates time averaging, 𝑢 is the wave orbital velocity at the seabed and 𝜏 is 
the bottom shear stress defined by (Jonsson 1966): 
 𝜏  𝜌𝑢 |𝑢 |,    (3) 
where 𝜌 is the density of seawater and fw is the wave friction factor, which is related to the 
bed friction coefficient (Cf) by 𝑓 2𝐶 . Cf or fw are friction factors commonly described 
in the literature though with different nomenclatures defining 𝑓 . For example, Dean and 
Dalrymple (1992) define 𝜏  using the Darcy-Wiesbach definition of fw/6 (Fanning 1877), 
whereas Jonsson 1966 uses fw/2. 
For energy dissipation with 𝜏  described by (3), the relevant coefficient is changed 
to 𝑓 , referred to as the energy friction factor. While mathematically 𝑓  and 𝑓  are not 
equivalent due to a phase shift between the 𝜏  and 𝑢 ,when both friction factors are 
compared to each other, large experimental scatter exists, and they are often assumed equal 
3 
(Nielsen 1992). Friction factors from this point forward will be referred to as fe since the 
analysis is based on energy dissipation. The impact of 𝜀  based on fe as a function of bottom 
roughness on the rocky reef is discussed. 
On sandy beaches, fe is 0.01-0.02 (Thornton and Guza 1986). Poate et al. (2018) 
found fe to range from 0.04 to 0.14 on Type A rocky platforms. For rougher coral reef 
bottoms, Lowe et al. (2005) found fe to be 0.28, while on very rough reefs Monismith et al. 
(2015) found fe to be 1.86 and Lentz et al. (2016) found fe to range from 0.9-4.2 depending 
on wave conditions. As bottom roughness increases, fe is found to increase. 
In Chapter III, the study of wave transformation on the rocky reef is continued 
inside of wave breaking. On sandy beaches inside of wave breaking, the wave height (Hrms) 
is found to linearly depend on water depth (h), such that 
 𝐻 𝛾ℎ     (4) 
where 𝛾 is the wave breaking parameter. This is referred to as depth-limited breaking and 
describes saturated conditions when all waves of the height distribution are breaking 
(Thornton and Guza 1983; hereafter TG83). A number of empirical relationships for sandy 
beaches have been developed for wave saturation relating 𝛾 to the offshore wave 
characteristics and/or beach slopes (Iversen 1952; Miche 1951 Sallenger and Hollman 
1985; Masselink and Hegge 1995; Raubenheimer et al. 1996; Baldock et al. 1998; Ruessink 
et al. 2003). Wide ranges of  𝛾 are found on sandy beaches with a typical value of 0.4 based 
on TG83. Field observation of breaking waves heights on non-sandy beaches, such as rocky 
platforms and coral reefs, also vary linearly as in (4). For rocky platforms, Poate et al. 
(2018) found 𝛾 to be 0.29–0.46, which is similar to sandy beaches. For coral reefs, 𝛾 was 
found to be 0.07–0.85 (Harris et al. 2018) and 0.15–0.45 (Monosmith et al. 2013) while 
others found values 0.2–0.3 (Young 1989; Lowe et al. 2009; Harris and Vil-Concejo 2013). 
𝛾 for coral reefs, particularly across the reef flats, can be lower than typically observed on 
sandy beaches, which is related to the increase in bottom friction owing to increased bottom 
roughness (Lentz et al. 2016; Harris et al. 2018). Lentz et al. (2016) observed for a flat 
bottom (i.e., the reef flat) that the depth-limited waves and correspondingly low 𝛾 were 
associated with bottom friction, not wave breaking after the initial onset of wave breaking 
4 
at the edge of the reef. This dominant frictional wave dissipation in shallow water resulted 
in a non-linear relationship between Hrms and h on the rocky reef. As seen outside of wave 




II. WAVE DISSIPATION BY BOTTOM FRICTION ON A ROUGH 
ROCKY REEF 
The objective herein is to measure 𝜀  and determine 𝑓  outside of the surf zone on 
a natural rocky reef. Wave measurements were collected on a rocky reef in Monterey Bay. 
Bottom rocky roughness represented as the standard deviation of the bathymetry (𝜎 ) is 
found to be 8–10 times larger than observed by Lowe et al. (2005) and Lentz et al. (2016) 
on coral reefs. 𝑓  is evaluated with measured 𝜎  and wave orbital excursions, Ab and 
compared with other studies with ranging bottom roughness. Additionally, the discussion 
includes the relationship of average profile depth estimates in determining 𝑓 . Finally, an 
empirical relationship between 𝑓  and Ab based on 𝜎  and previous experiments are 
included. Owing to large roughness measurements compared to coral reefs, it is expected 
that 𝜀  will be an important contributing factor to the understanding of how the diverse 
biological colonies are able to thrive in such a dynamic environment.  
A. FIELD EXPERIMENT  
Surface gravity waves were measured by bottom-mounted pressure sensors 
deployed on the rocky reef off the coast of Stanford's Hopkins Marine Station, Monterey 
Bay, California. Hopkins Marine Station (HMS) is located at the southern end of the 
Monterey Bay and is characterized by an irregular rocky coastline (Figure 1a). Two 
experiments were conducted: 1) experiment A was from 7 March until 4 April of 2018 
(yearday 68–94) and 2) experiment B was from 12 October until 1 November of 2018 
(yearday 285–305). The experiments, while six months apart, experienced similar offshore 
wave conditions (Hrms) ranging from 0.2 to 1.25 m (not shown). For both experiments the 
wave direction ()  was predominantly out of the northwest and peak wave period (T) 
ranged from 5–12 s. Tides in the Monterey Bay are mixed, mainly semi-diurnal, where the 
low-low tide always follows the high-high tide with a tidal range of approximately 2 m 
(Broenkow and Breaker 2005). 
 
6 
A 2015 bathymetric survey was provided by the Sea Floor Mapping Laboratory 
(SFML) at California State University at Monterey Bay (CSUMB). The SFML survey used 
a Reson Seabat 7125 multibeam echosounder with a horizontal resolution of 1 meter and a 
vertical resolution of 0.20 m capturing the large scale bathymetry of the experiment site 
(Figure 1b). The bathymetry offshore of the experiment site, (Figure 1b) is smooth in the 
alongshore direction (y) with no abrupt changes in elevation (z), where z=0 at mean sea 
level (MSL). In the cross-shore direction (x) approaching the rocky reef, elevation 
increases as expected and again demonstrates consistent smooth transitions, which is 
indicative of a flat bottom composed of coarse sand (Eittreim et al. 2002). Conversely, 
within the experiment site (insert Figure 1b) there are abrupt and significant elevation 
changes in y- as well as in the x-direction. For x= 200–175m, the changes in elevation in x 
and y are subtle compared to the rest of the site indicating a transition from a sandy and 
crushed shell bottom to the Edge Of the Rocky reef (referred to as EOR). Approaching the 




Figure 1. Map of Monterey Bay and its corresponding bathymetry. a) 
Map of the Monterey Bay identifying the location of HMS, where the grey 
line is bathymetry contours. b) Bathymetry and instrument layout for 
experiments A and B. Insert represents the location of experiments A and B. 
The Edge of the Reef (EOR) is identified by the black dashed line. White 
circle and square represent instrument locations. x is the cross-shore 
direction and y is the alongshore direction. c) Cross-shore elevation profile 
of the experiment site. Thin black line represents the mean bathymetric 
profile. Dark grey area represents the maximum and minimum elevations 
from the mean. Light grey area represents +/- 1 standard deviations from the 
mean. Black vertical line denotes the EOR, while white circle and square 
represent cross-shore positions and elevations of the instruments. d) The 
vertical roughness of the experiment area relative to the mean profile. 
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Cross-shore bathymetric profiles were measured every meter across the experiment 
site and averaged to create a mean bathymetric profile (Figure 1c). The standard deviation 
of the mean profile as well as the maximum and minimum elevations from the experiment 
site are provided in Figure 1c with corresponding instrument locations summarizing the 
bottom variability. Based on the mean profile of the experiment site (Figure 1c), the mean 
slope prior to the EOR is mild at 1/65 and shows very little variation. From the EOR (black 
vertical line) to the end of the experiment site, the mean slope increases and is steeper at 
1/17. The variability in the mean profile (black line) are indicative of the undulations due 
to the Miocene age, igneous rocks that are common on the Central California coast 
(Eittreim et al. 2002). The block structure of the igneous rocks present often is used to 
determine their roughness. The standard deviation of the mean profile is approximately 1 
m is along the profile. The bathymetry of the rocky reef is complex with large rock features 
throughout the field site. 
Inshore wave estimates were obtained using bottom-mounted RBR Solo-D pressure 
sensors located well outside of wave breaking in 7.1 m (A) and 8.8 m (B) water depth 
(Figure 1B). Offshore wave estimates were obtained 430 m to the northwest of the 
experiment sites in 17.8 m of water (Figure 1b) from the National Data Buoy Center 
waverider buoy, station 46240 at Cabrillo Point (referred to as Cabrillo Point Buoy, CPB), 
which is hosted by the by the Coastal Data Information Program at the University of 
California at San Diego.  
Wave energy reflection (R2) was measured using Acoustic Doppler Current 
Profilers (ADCPs) deployed during these experiments in shallow-water and outside of 
these experiments in deeper water using both phased-locked and non-phased-locked 
methods as described by Huntley and Davidson (1998). R2 is typically 0.1 for sea and swell 
waves on this particular rocky reef (Dorantes et al. 2019, in preparation). R2 is consistent 
with other R2 estimates on rough bottoms [10% at Palmyra atoll (Monismith et al. 2015) 
and 16% at Red Sea coral reef (Lentz et al. 2016)]. It is also consistent with field measures 
of R2 (0.09 for 0.1Hz wave frequencies) from a nearby breakwater at Monterey Harbor 
(Dickson et al. 1995). Monismith et al. (2015) and Lentz et al. (2016) considered R2 
negligible for computing wave energy dissipation, as is assumed here. 
9 
B. 3 METHODS 
1. Wave Estimates from Pressure 
Sea surface elevation spectra (𝜂 𝑓  were calculated by converting measured 
dynamic pressure spectra (𝑝 𝑓 , in decibars) using the linear wave theory transfer 
function at the seabed: 
 𝜂 𝑓 𝑝 𝑓 cosh 𝑘ℎ ,     (5) 
where f is wave frequency, k is radian wavenumber, and h is water depth. Spectra were 
computed for hourly segments using 6 Hanning windows per segment with 50% overlap 
resulting in 32 degrees of freedom. The root-mean-square (rms) wave height, 𝐻
8𝜎 , where 𝜎  is the variance of the swell-sea band obtained by integrating 𝜂 𝑓  over 
f=0.05-0.20 Hz.  
Offshore Hrms,CPB, , and T were calculated from directional wave spectra measured 
by CPB. Hrms,CPB are significantly correlated at 95% with values at A and B (r=0.93 and 
r=0.95) stating the wave measurements at locations A and B are representative of the waves 
at CPB. 
2. Wave Estimates at the Edge of Reef (EOR) 
Direct Hrms measurements at the EOR are not available for either experiment as 
sensors were not deployed here. The sea floor is relatively smooth between CPB and the 
EOR (Figure 1B). Hrms, EOR were computed by shoaling the Hrms,CPB  (TG83) to EOR. The 
shoaled waves from CPB to EOR resulted in less than a 1% difference in Hrms between the 
two positions for experiment A and B. Owing to the minor difference, Hrms and T acquired 




Dissipation seaward of the surf zone, outside of wave breaking, is determined by 
applying (1) to (3). Assuming the swell waves are described by a narrow-band wave 
spectrum such that individual waves can all be described as having the same mean wave 
period, wave heights are well-described by the Rayleigh distribution (TG83). Applying 
linear wave theory to describe wave velocities at the bed, time averaged energy dissipation 
by friction for a single wave is described by: 
  𝜀 𝜌𝑓
√   
𝐻  .    (6) 
The average dissipation for all waves is: 
 𝜀 𝜌𝑓
√   
𝐻 𝑝 𝐻 𝑑𝐻,   (7) 
 𝜀 𝜌𝑓
√   
,    (8) 
where the Rayleigh probability distribution, p(H), describe the random wave field (TG83). 
The total amount of dissipation between two locations is given by: 
 〈𝜀 〉 𝜀 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑥 = 𝐹 𝐹 ,   (9) 
where brackets indicate spatial and temporal averaging. Since 𝜀  in (8) is a function of 
𝐻  and k, which are functions of the local h, the integral of 𝜀  in (9) cannot be solved 
directly. Therefore, (9) is solved numerically with an iterative forward-differencing scheme 
over the measured bathymetric profile. The solution starts with the measured initial 
condition F1,EOR specified, and (9) solved by varying fe to match F2,A or B. The numerically 
estimated fe corresponds to a bulk average for the varying rough profile.  
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C. RESULTS OF DISSIPATION DUE TO BOTTOM FRICTION 
F and subsequent 〈𝜀 〉 were calculated for both experiments between the EOR and 
A and B respectively (Figure 2). The average reduction in F was 28% between EOR and 
A and 36% between EOR and B. These reductions are substantial considering the distances 
between EOR and A and B is only 131 and 116 m apart (Figure 1c). For 18% and 3% of 
the time during experiment A and B respectively, there were periods when F2>F1. This 
results in 〈𝜀 〉, which physically translates to amplification instead of dissipation. There 
is no clear physical explanation as to why this occurred, as there was no correlation with 
Hrms, T or . Therefore, for the results reported here, the data when F2>F1 resulting in 
〈𝜀 〉, are ignored and result in gaps in 〈𝜀 〉 (Figure 2c,d). The 𝑓 values range from 0.04 to 
40.2 with a mean of 8.3 for experiment A (Figure 3c) and 0.03 to 43.8 with a mean of 12.9 
for experiment B (Figure 3d). An inverse relationship of Hrms to 𝑓  is apparent in both 
experiments where the largest (smallest) values of 𝑓  occur during the smallest (largest) 
Hrms conditions (Figure 3).  
 
Figure 2. a and b) Time series of wave energy flux at the EOR (black 
line) compared to A and B (grey line) for experiment A and B; c and d) Time 
series of wave energy dissipation between EOR and A and B. 
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Figure 3. Time series of average Hrms between EOR and experiment 
A (a) and B (b); times series of fe calculated from (7) for experiment A (c) 
and experiment B (d). 
Lentz et al. (2015) found fe was related to the water-particle excursion amplitude at 
the bed, Ab, which for linear wave theory (Dean and Dalrymple, 1984) is given by: 
 𝐴 .    (10) 
fe is compared with Ab calculated at the midpoint between EOR and A and B (Figure 4). fe   
decreases with increasing Ab. Bin-averaged fe values ranged from 31.6 for the smallest Ab 
(smallest wave or shortest period waves or both), to 2.1 for the largest Ab (largest wave or 
longest period wave or both) (Figure 4 solid black circles).  
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Figure 4. fe as a function of mean Ab between the EOR and including 
data from experiment A and B. Grey circles represent individual hourly 
estimates of fe. Large black circles are bin-averaged values of fe. 
D. DISCUSSION 
1. Bottom Roughness 
fe has been shown to be a function of bottom roughness (Lowe et al. 2005; 
Monismith et al. 2015; Rogers et al. 2016; Lentz et al. 2016; Yu et al. 2018). Lentz et al. 
(2016) for coral reefs reported a bottom roughness of 0.1 to 0.4 m with a standard deviation 
of 0.13 m, which are 7 times smaller than the rocky reef described herein. The resulting 28 
and 36% reduction in F from the EOR to A or B as indicated by 〈𝜀 〉 on the rocky reef 
cannot be neglected, similar to coral reefs (Lowe et al. 2005; Monismith et al. 2015; Rogers 
et al. 2016., Lentz et al. 2016). A contributing factor to significant 〈𝜀 〉 is large bottom 
roughness resulting in large fe.  
A histogram of the vertical variations (z') about the mean bottom profile is 
calculated to better understand the bottom roughness (Figure 5). z' ranges +4 to -3 m with 
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a standard deviation of 0.9 m stating that 87% of the undulations are nearly +/- 1 m from 
the mean profile. The remaining 13% of the vertical variation is distributed in the larger 
more extreme undulations of up to +4 m and -3 m highlighting the roughness and spatial 
variability of the bathymetry. The measured roughness values are the largest seen to date 
from field effort.  
 
Figure 5. Histogram of detrended vertical elevations (z') from 
Figure 1d. 
A two-dimensional (2D) autocorrelation was performed on z' (Figure 1d) to 
examine the ensemble-averaged horizontal spatial scales and symmetry of roughness 
elements (Figure 6). x- and y-scales are determined by the e-folding decorrelation. In the 
x- and y-direction, there is an apparent primary undulation scale of approximately 14 m 
and 8 m (Figure 6). A slight asymmetry in the x-direction exists. On average, the bottom 
is composed of large rock features that are approximately 14 m long, 8 m wide and can 
range in extrema height of up to 7 m. It should be of no surprise that the large 𝜀  leads to a 
larger range of fe for a rocky reef than previously determined for rough coral reefs. 
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Figure 6. 2D autocorrelation of the detrended bathymetry. Grey 
circle identifies the e-folding scale. 
2. Midpoint Method for Energy Friction Factors 
Owing to a lack of detailed bathymetric profiles, Monismith et al. (2013), 
Monismith et al. (2015), Rogers et al. (2016), and Lentz et al. (2016) solved (8) by 
calculating 〈𝜀 〉 at the midpoint between the two measured locations and then solved for an 
average 𝑓  (referred to as 𝑓 , ). To examine the error associated with using the 
“midpoint” method, 𝑓 ,  is compared with 𝑓  (Figure 7). Although, the root-mean-
square error between 𝑓  and 𝑓 ,  is 4.5, there is scatter and obvious biases. fe is 
proportional to f 3 (f is wave frequency) indicating a sensitivity to wave period (as shown 
in Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Scatter plot of fe,midpoint compared to fe where the dot color 
represents T, which is color scaled to the right. The dashed line is a 1:1 line. 
The grey line is the linear fit for long period waves. The black line is the 
linear fit for short period waves. 
For short period waves (T<9s), fe,midpoint is underestimated by a factor of 2. 
Conversely, there are clear biases for T >11 s, where the use of midpoint averages over 
predicts by 25%. Analyzing other parameters such as wave steepness (Hrms/L), tide, Ab, , 
and Hrms, provided no clear indication as to why the biases exist. One plausible explanation 
for the biases is 〈𝜀 〉 is proportional to Hrms3, f 3, and sinh(kh)3 (8). In the integration of (8), 
two competing factors determine the value of 𝜀 . As waves approach shallow water, 
sinh(kh) approaches kh such that  approaches 𝑔 ℎ . As the waves shoal, 𝜀  
increases as a function of h-3/2, competing with decreases in Hrms3. Using the midpoint to 
calculate 〈𝜀 〉 assumes a linear increase in 〈𝜀 〉 and disregards the proportionalities stated 
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above. Assuming a linear increase in 〈𝜀 〉 leads to an underestimate of the measured 
dissipation between the two stations requiring fe to compensate resulting in larger values 
of fe and a potential bias high (Figure 7). Due to the bias of the results based on averages, 
numerically solving for fe across the profile is the preferred method and was applied to this 
analysis.  
3. Relating fe to 𝝈𝒃 
𝑓  is related to hydraulic roughness (zo) and Ab through several empirical 
relationships based on laboratory results (e.g., Grant and Madsen, 1982; Nielsen, 1992; 
Soulsby, 1997). Soulsby (1997) finds: 
 𝑓 1.39
.
.    (11) 
It is not possible to directly measure zo, consequently estimates of zo result from other 
empirical models. This adds an additional layer of uncertainty. 𝑧o  , where kn is the 
geometric bottom roughness scale. Henceforth, 𝜎  represents kn. 𝛽 is a proportionality 
coefficient that relates kn to zo based on the environment whose roughness is being 
quantified (Bangold 1941). 𝛽 have been reported anywhere between 2.5 and 100 for 
engineering and atmospheric boundary layers depending on the given environmental 
conditions (Raupach et al. 1991; Britter and Hanna 2003; Jimenez 2004; Nield et al. 2013). 
Owing to the large range of 𝛽 creating uncertainty in zo, fe are computed directly with 
measured 𝜎 , which states 𝛽 is one. By relating fe to Ab as a function of 𝜎  every parameter 
is based on an actual measurement instead of a fit to an empirical relationship. Following 
Yu et al. (2018) and applying the Buckingham Pi theorem,  was chosen as a 
dimensionless parameter to relate to fe (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8. Bin-averaged fe (symbols) plotted as a function of Ab/𝜎 , 
from multiple field experiments. Horizontal bold grey lines represent 
uncertainty for smaller scales of bottom roughness. Solid black line 
represents Soulsby (1997) relationship, grey dashed dot line represents 
Nielsen (1992), magenta line represents a best fit relationship based on all 
data considered with a 𝜎 =0.9 the solid blue line represents a best fit based 
on all data considered with a 𝜎 =0.09. Grey area is the area of uncertainty 
that exists based on a range of bottom roughness. 
Three additional datasets are used to establish a relationship between fe and 𝜎   
covering four orders of magnitude: Red Sea coral reef (Lentz et al. 2016), the reef at 
Kaneohe Bay (Lowe et al. 2005), five different rock platforms with varying morphological 
features (Poate et al. 2018). Datasets were only included if supporting physical measures 
of roughness were available. For each dataset, bottom roughness is defined as 1𝜎 . The 
largest 𝜎  of 0.9 m is the rocky reefs, while the Red Sea and Hawaiian reef were 0.13 m 
and 0.04 m respectively. In all three of these cases, bin averaged values for each experiment 
are representative of the changing wave conditions throughout each experiment. The 
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results from Poate et al. (2018) are individual values of 𝜎 , a mean Ab and corresponding 
mean fe from five Type A rocky platforms where 𝜎  range from 0.02 m to 0.04 m. Soulsby’s 
1997 empirical relationship (11) is plotted in Figure 8 as a solid black line. Data from the 
Red Sea coral reef are in good agreement and generally follow the Soulsby relationship as 
Lentz et al. (2016) noted, but it does not appear to fit the other data sets. Based on the 
results from all of the field data presented, a power-law empirical relationship was 
established which relates values of fe based on Ab and σb: 
 𝑓 1.944
.
    (12) 
The advantage of (12) is direct estimates of fe can be determined based on wave 
measurements and 𝜎 . The large 𝜎  and concomitantly large fe extend laboratory 
experiments (Myrhug et al. 2001; Soulsby et al. 1993; Mirfenderesk and Young 2003). As 
noted by Lentz et al. (2016) and Rogers et al. (2016), fe at Palmyra Atoll, the Red Sea Reef 
and now the rocky reef, are an order of magnitude larger (Nelson 1996; Lowe et al. 2005).  
Yu et al. (2018) computed large eddy simulations of turbulent boundary layers 
forced by waves over a rough bottom composed of evenly spaced hemispheres. They 
considered cases where Ab were similar to the roughness elements described by the 
diameter, D, of the hemispheres. fe values are parameterized on  . Of note by using D, 
the vertical length scale is the sole parameterization for roughness and does not change 
regardless of hemisphere spacing. Conversely, if the roughness is described by 𝜎 , both the 
hemisphere spacing as well as the vertical height of the hemispheres is included in the 
parameterization. As the hemisphere spacing increases, 𝜎  will decrease for a given x, 
resulting in larger  which would fit closer to Nielsen’s empirical curve (dashed line in 
Figure 8).  
Yu et al. (2018) are able to separate the bottom stress into inertial and form drag 
forces. Inertial forces are due to the mass of the fluid having to be accelerated around the 
rocks (hemispheres). The larger the rock, the more acceleration required and the larger the 
inertial forces. Owing to the presence of the shear stress at the bed, there is work done by 
wave velocities against the shear stress. The inertial forces being a function of the 
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acceleration are in quadrature with the velocity of the fluid, and therefore do not contribute 
to the work done by the waves (Yu et al. 2018). Therefore, inertial forces do not contribute 
to bottom friction wave dissipation. Therefore, fe is solely a function of form drag. When 
Ab > 𝜎 , the curvature of the hemispheres (roughness) is relatively small resulting in flow 
separation with large form drag and small inertial forces. In this case, fe is equal to the total 
wave friction factor (fw) owing to the negligible contribution from the inertial forces. 
Conversely, when 𝐴 𝜎 , the curvature of the hemispheres is large resulting in little flow 
separation and small form drag with dominant inertial forces and can be classified as 
smooth flow conditions (Yu et al. 2018). In these cases, fe<fw, a paradox arises as the rocky 
reefs presented here and the Red Sea coral reef presented by Lentz et al. (2016) have the 
largest measured values of roughness and are in the regime dominated by inertial forces as 
identified by Yu et al. (2018), but report the largest field measurements of fe to date. The 
question that remains is why is fe so large if the dominant force is inertial? The rocky reef 
is composed of large rock features with average cross-shore and alongshore widths of 14 
m and 8 m and heights of up to 1 m could create smooth flow as identified by Yu et al. 
(2018). What is not accounted for is all of the small-scale features, which exist on top of 
these large-scale features. Upon closer visual inspection via swimmers there are multiple 
scales of roughness, which are not accounted for in the estimated roughness. The rock 
structures are not smooth, they are jagged and have peaks and valleys and different 
crevices. Additionally, the ecosystem is diverse and made up of different rocky intertidal 
invertebrates and algae which are on centimeter and smaller scales and all fixed to the 
larger rock structures.  
It is hypothesized that the large values of fe and resulting dissipation by friction are 
owing to multiscale biological roughness and that the smaller features hosted by these large 
rocks are responsible for creating flow separation due to form drag, which would explain 
the large amount of dissipation and resulting large fe. In Figure 8, a range of values for 𝜎  
spanning an order of magnitude (0.09-0.9 m) are applied to represent varying bottom 
roughness. The black line connecting the measured value of 𝜎  (0.9 m) to a hypothesized 
value of intertidal organisms on the rocks 𝜎  (0.09 m) represents the uncertainty in 𝜎 . Of 
note, the bathymetry of Lentz et al. (2016) also did not have the fine scale resolution to 
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resolve the smaller scales. In the calculation of possible solutions for smaller scale 𝜎 , the 
Lentz et al. (2016) data are not permutated and are omitted for this follow-on analysis. By 
differentiating the roughness scale, a scenario can be created where form drag would 
actually dominate allowing for flow separation and larger values of fe. Higher resolution 
surveys are required to be able to consider the effects of the smaller rocky features as well 
as the marine biota present. A second empirical relationship is solved for using the same 
datasets less Lentz et al. (2016): 
 𝑓 18.42
.
.     (13) 
By applying 𝜎  that is representative of the smaller scales present on the rocks, the curve 
steepens and a large area of uncertainty, represented by the filled in grey area in Figure 8 
is established. The area of uncertainty represents possible fe based on varying 𝜎 . 
Accounting for the large-scale and the small-scale bathymetric changes is an area that 
needs further exploration. 
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III. NEARSHORE WAVE TRANSFORMATION OVER A ROCKY 
REEF SHORELINE 
Shallow water wave transformation, inside of wave breaking, over a rocky reef 
shoreline at HMS in Monterey Bay, California, is studied. The rocky reef bottom roughness 
measured offshore in water depths between 17 and 5 m at HMS is 8–10 times rougher than 
coral reefs (see Chapter I). An array of pressure sensors was deployed to measure waves 
for evaluating the relative dissipation due to bottom friction and wave breaking. Similar to 
Lentz et al. (2016), Hrms is observed to be a nonlinear function of h, differing from (4). An 
analytical model for shallow-water wave transformation on a plane sloping bottom with 
bottom friction is derived to compare with observations. The sensitivity of the non-linear 
relationship is evaluated with the analytical model for varying wave heights, bottom slopes, 
and friction factors. The observations are used to obtain the breaking wave parameter and 
the energy friction coefficient. With these parameters, the TG83 wave transformation 
model, which includes dissipation by bottom friction and wave breaking, is evaluated 
across the measurement array.  
A. FIELD EXPERIMENT  
Surface gravity waves were observed during two monthly deployments composed 
of an array of bottom-mounted pressure sensors positioned across the rocky reef and 
intertidal zone at two different sites off of HMS. HMS is located at the southern end of the 
Monterey Bay, California, and is characterized by an irregular rocky coastline (see 
Figure 9). Each deployment, while six months apart, experienced similar offshore Hrms 
(0.2–1.25 m). Wave direction was predominantly out of the northwest and peak wave 
period, T, ranged from 5–12 s. The tides are mixed, mainly semi-diurnal, with a tidal range 
of approximately 2 m (Broenkow and Breaker 2005).  
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Figure 9. Picture from Stanford Hopkins Marine Station at low tide 
showing the irregularities of the rocky coastline. 
The exposed rock structures seen in Figure 9 represent a complex network of 
channels that is also representative of the bathymetry of this site. A 2015 bathymetric 
survey that extends to a shallow water depth of 5 m was provided by the CSUMB. The 
SFML used a Reson Seabat 7125 multibeam echosounder with a horizontal resolution of 1 
m and a vertical resolution of 0.20 m in the survey. A kayak outfitted with a system was 
used to augment the SFML survey. In addition, walking surveys were performed on the 
reef flat using a survey-grade GPS mounted on a backpack on a human (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Bathymetry and topography of HMS contoured in 1 m 
increments. Red dots represent instrument locations for site A and B. 
The first experiment occurred at site A during March 2018. A total of 8 pressure 
sensors sampling at 2Hz were deployed in a spatial array around a subaerial rocky outcrop 
(Figure 10). Site A is not a well-defined channel, allowing incoming waves to enter from 
different directions at either A1 or A8 (Figure 10) and converging on the shallowest point 
at A5 (Figure 11a). Of note, A1 was located at the edge of a shallow water reef, on a 
submerged rock, where wave breaking was observed visually. Owing to the subaerial rocky 
outcrop and channel complexity that allows waves to enter from two locations, analysis of 
wave energy fluxes between stations was difficult. The data proved valuable and will be 
discussed throughout. The experience from site A points out the difficulty of conducting 
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experiments on a new topic without a priori knowledge. Building on the lessons learned 
from the first experiment, a second experiment was conducted at site B in October 2018 at 
a nearby location (80 m away). A spatial array of 11 wave sensors sampling at 2 Hz was 
deployed in the cross-shore allowing for waves to be analyzed in the primary direction of 
wave propagation. The field site is divided into two zones: 1) a breaking wave dominated 
zone (BZ) and 2) a bottom friction dominated zone (FZ). For site B, BZ is characterized 
by a steeper bottom slope 1/30, located in z=-6 to -2 m relative to MSL (Figure 11). For 
the FZ, the slope is 1/70 with a maximum depth change of 1 m (Figure 11). 
Sea surface elevation spectra were calculated hourly by converting pressure spectra 
measured at each station using the linear wave theory transfer function (Dean and 
Dalrymple, 1984). The rms wave height, 𝐻 8𝜎 , where 𝜎  is the variance of the 
swell-band obtained by summing the sea-surface elevation spectrum over frequencies 0.05-
0.20 Hz. Mean cross-shore Hrms for the entire experiments at A and B are shown in Figures 
11b and 11d. 
 
Instrument elevations (black circles) as a function of distance for site A, a), and site B, c). Experimental mean 
Hrms as a function of distance for site A, b), and site B, d). The vertical dashed line in c) denotes the separation 
of BZ and FZ stations. 
Figure 11. Instrument elevations and experimental mean Hrms 
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B. DISSIPATION DUE TO WAVE BREAKING AND FRICTION 
Dissipation results in a change in wave energy flux between two stations over a 
given distance ( ). Assuming a channelized flow, changes in flux are only a function 
of the cross-shore direction (x). Dissipation occurs from the two primary mechanisms by 
breaking (〈𝜀 〉) and bottom friction (〈𝜀 〉): 
 〈𝜀 〉  〈𝜀 〉,    (14) 
where E is the energy density, Cgx is the group velocity in the cross-shore direction, and x 
is the cross-shore direction (TG83).  
Shallow water wave breaking occurs when the waves become unstable as the 
velocity at the wave crest exceeds the phase velocity of the waves. LeMehaute (1962) first 
suggested the wave breaking process could be modeled as a bore. Following the Stoker 
(1957) description for the average rate of energy dissipation per unit area and substituting 
for the volume discharge of the bore by a breaking wave by Hwang and Divoky (1970) 
where 𝑄 , C is the wave speed and L is the wavelength, and when substituted into (15) 
gives the rate of energy dissipation for each individual bore (Battjes and Janssen, 1978): 
 𝜀 ≃ 𝜌𝑔 ,     (15) 
where f is the peak frequency of the wave spectrum, 𝜌 is the density of water, g is the 
gravitational constant, H is the wave height measured as the maximum to the minimum of 
the bore face, and B is the breaker coefficient O(1), which is a function of the proportion 
of foam on the face of a breaking wave. The wave heights of a Gaussian distributed surface 
elevation are well described by a Rayleigh distribution, P(H), even during wave breaking 
(TG83). While the Rayleigh distribution describes the wave field well, only breaking 
waves contribute to dissipation by breaking. To identify which waves are breaking, a 
breaking wave height distribution is defined as a subset of the Rayleigh distribution,  
 𝑃 𝐻 𝑊 𝐻 𝑃 𝐻 ,     (16) 
where W(H) is an empirical weighing function given by 
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 𝑊 𝐻 1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 1   (17) 
where 𝛾 is the breaking parameter and n is a variable to be determined from the 
observations. The weighting favors larger waves as they have a greater probability of 
breaking (TG83). As waves shoal and progress into shallow water, the highest waves of 
the distribution break first, followed by more of the waves until all waves are breaking 
referred to as saturation. At saturation when all waves are breaking, wave heights can be 
described as depth-limited by (4). The average rate of energy dissipation by all breaking 
waves across the distribution is: 
 〈𝜀 〉 𝜌𝑔 𝐻 𝑃 𝐻 𝑑𝐻     (18) 
Substituting (16) and (17) into (18) and integrating, the average energy dissipation due to 
wave breaking is given by (TG83): 
 〈𝜀 〉 √ 𝜌𝑔𝐵 𝑓 1 .    (19) 
Dissipation due to bed friction (𝜀  is given by: 
 𝜀 𝜏 𝑢 ,     (20) 
the overbar indicates time averaging, 𝑢  is the wave velocity at the bed and 𝜏  is the 
bottom shear stress defined by (Jonsson 1966): 
 𝜏  𝜌𝑢 |𝑢 |,    (21) 
where 𝑓  is the energy friction factor. Using linear wave theory to describe wave velocity 
in (21), the average dissipation over the Rayleigh distribution for all waves due to bed 
friction is (TG83): 
 〈𝜀 〉 𝜌
√   
.     (22) 
The 𝑓  is a function of the bottom roughness (𝜎 ) and the orbital excursion (Ab): 
 𝐴      (23) 
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where k is the wave number. If 𝜎  is known, fe can be solved for using the empirical 
relationship derived in Chapter II where: 
 𝑓 1.944
.
.    (24) 
The rocky reef at HMS is extremely rough with a measured offshore 𝜎 of 0.9 m (Chapter 
II). From Chapter II, 𝜀  has been shown to be important outside of wave breaking and is 
expected to be important throughout the rocky reef.  
Wave dissipation owing to bottom friction only, over a plane sloping beach is 
examined. By restricting the analysis to shallow water, an analytical solution is obtained. 
Starting with the basic wave transformation equation (14) and energy dissipation by 
friction formulation (22): 
   𝜌
√   
 .   (25) 
By restricting the analysis to shallow water waves, h/L<1/20, sinh kh goes to kh and  
 𝐶 𝐶 𝑔ℎ.     (26) 
Using the substitutions 𝑦 𝐻 ℎ  and ℎ 𝑥 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽, (22) can be written as 
 
√
.    (27) 
Separating variables and integrating gives: 




.     (29) 
Assuming initial conditions in shallow water such that: 
 𝑦 𝑦 𝐻 ℎ       𝑎𝑡    ℎ ,    (30) 
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solving for the constant and then substituting for y to solve for 𝐻 : 
 𝐻  ℎ ℎ ℎ        𝑓𝑜𝑟  0 ℎ ℎ . (31) 
The analytical solution (31) will be referred to as the Gon, Thornton and MacMahan 
(GTM) model for wave dissipation due to friction on a plane sloping beach. 
C. RESULTS 
1. 𝜸 in the Breaking Zone and Wave Breaking Due to Friction in the 
Friction Zone 
At sites A and B, all measured Hrms as a function of h are plotted for individual 
stations (Figure 12a, Figure 13a). The Hrms(h) vary owing to offshore wave conditions and 
to variation in h as the 2m tide goes up and down. The stations are located in different mean 
depths of water relative to MSL ranging from 2.5 to 0.7 m for stations A1-A8 and 5.3 to 
1.2 m for all stations at site B (Figure 12a, 13a). In general, Hrms(h) decreases with 
decreasing h per station associated with the tide (Figure 12a, 13a—black horizontal line 
for tidal range) and across stations. For the deeper (h>2 m) stations (A1, A2, A7, A8, and 
BZ1-BZ5), there is a larger spread in Hrms(h) (black dots in Figure 12a, 13a). For shallower 
(h<2 m), the spread in Hrms(h) is reduced at A4-A6 and FZ1-FZ6 (red dots in Figure 12a, 
13a). In addition, for the shallow stations, Hrms(h) appears to vary non-linearly with h.  
A1 was the only sensor deployed on the outer edge of the rocky reef where wave 
breaking was visually observed to occur persistently. It is believed that the upper limit 
Hrms(h) for A1 represents the depth-limited wave saturation, 𝛾, for HMS. 𝛾 for A1 is 
estimated by first computing the mean of the top 15% of the waves (𝐻 , )  as a function 
of h bins (plotted as large red circles in Figure 12b). A linear fit was performed on 𝐻 , , 
such that the y-intercept was forced to equal zero. The slope of the line (Figure 12b, red 
line) represents 𝛾= 0.29 that corresponds to wave saturation. For HMS, 0.29 is 
indicative of wave breaking and applied to all estimates.  
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On the leading edge of A1, A8 and BZ1 a near linear limit exists for Hrms(h), which 
is close to 𝛾= 0.29 suggesting depth-limited breaking is obtained (Figure 12a, 13a magenta 
dashed line). For all other stations, Hrms(h) is much lower than 𝛾= 0.29 (Figure 12a, 13a 
magenta dashed line) suggesting that other processes are responsible for the local 
limitations.  
For site A, the average 𝐻 is reduced by 64% between A1 and A3 over 14 m and 
74% between A8 and A6 over 25 m (Figure 3b). At site B, the average Hrms was reduced 
by 55% between BZ1 and BZ3 over 60 m (Figure 11d).  
 
Figure 12. Hrms as a function of h for experiment A. a) Hrms(h) for 
stations A1-A8. Stations have been qualitatively separated based on response 
described by the dot color. Black dots represent deep stations, grey dots 
represent transition stations and red dots represent the shallow stations. 
Horizontal black lines represent +/-1 m tide. Dashed magenta line represents 
wave saturation 𝛾 0.29; b) Hrms(h) from A1. Large red circles are 𝐻 , . 
The red line is the linear fit representing 𝛾 0.29, where the y-intercept was 
forced to zero; c) Hrms(h) for A2-A7; d) Hrms(h) for A5 (red dots), FZ1 (cyan 
dots), and BZ5 (magenta dots). 
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Figure 13. Hrms as a function of h for experiment B. a) Hrms(h), where 
BZ stations are described as black circles, FZ stations are described by red 
circles, and FZ6 is described by grey circles. Stations are plotted based on 
their cross-shore location from offshore to onshore. Horizontal black lines 
represent +/-1 m tide. b) Hrms(h) for BZ stations. c) Hrms(h) for FZ stations. 
Black circles are bin-averaged Hrms(h). Dashed cyan line in b) and c) 
represents the GTM analytical solution. Dashed magenta line in all subplots 
represents wave saturation, γ 0.29. 
In summary, there is a rapid reduction in Hrms across the reef (Figure 11b,d). 
Variations in Hrms(h) are found to be much lower than 𝛾= 0.29, particularly for stations 
located in shallower water depths (h<2 m) (Figure 12a, 13a). Hrms(h) collapses to a non-
linear fit for shallower water stations. These results suggest that bottom friction by the 
rough rocky reef bottom is the dominant dissipation process in wave transformation that 
differs from sandy beaches.  
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2. Energy Coefficients, fe 
The dissipation by bottom friction (22) is parameterized by fe, which is solved for 
as the residual of the analysis. The measured change in energy flux, F, between adjacent 
pairs of stations is used as input to (14), with the dissipation by breaking specified by (19) 
and bottom friction specified by (22) at the forward station where fe is solved. In Chapter II, 
large fe were found offshore and attributed this large bottom roughness offshore. In the BZ 
and in the FZ, bin-averaged fe, ranged 3.8 to 8.2 and were inversely proportional to Ab 
which is consistent with Chapter II (Figure 14). Ab from (23) is a function of Hrms, h, and 
T. In shallow water, 
 𝐴 ∼ 𝐻 𝑇ℎ /      (32) 
The larger fe values for small Ab is partially due to the greater number of excursions to 
dissipate energy for shorter wave periods. For a particular case of waves transforming 
cross-shore, T is assumed constant, but Hrms and h vary. As Hrms and h change in the BZ 
and in the FZ, Ab does not change as much because it is limited by a shallower h. Offshore, 
when Hrms is small and h is deeper a wider range of Ab can be realized. The result is a 
smaller spread of Ab and a tighter packing of bin averaged fe (Figure 14). fe appear to be 
relatively constant for Ab over the range of measured values. An average fe of 6.3 is applied 




Figure 14. fe as a function of Ab for the BZ (grey circles) and the FZ 
(black circles). Bin-averaged fe for the BZ and FZ are plotted as larger black 
circles with magenta outlines. Magenta vertical lines represent 95% 
confidence intervals for bin-averaged fe. Seaward of wave breaking bin-
averaged fe as a function of Ab are plotted as larger black squares with cyan 
outlines (Chapter II).  
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3. Dissipation in the BZ and FZ 
Energy flux (F) was calculated at each of the stations in the BZ and on the FZ. 
Between BZ1 and BZ5, there is an average reduction of 96% in F that occurs in 94 m, 
which corresponds to an average 72% reduction in Hrms (Figure 11d, 15a). Between FZ1 
and FZ6, there is an average reduction of 60% in F over 81 m. F across the FZ stations is 
tidally modulated where the largest change occurs at high tide (Figure 15b). 
 
Figure 15. a) F at BZ1 (black line) and BZ5 (grey line); b) F at FZ1 




1. Dissipation by Wave Breaking and Friction 
Wave dissipation in the surf zone is the result of wave breaking and or bottom 
friction. In Chapter II wave transformation over the rocky reef at HMS seaward of wave 
breaking was examined. Significant energy dissipation due to bottom friction was 
attributed to the rough bottom with a measured bottom standard deviation of 0.9 m. The 
roughness of the bottom in the BZ and the FZ appear to be a similar scale in size of the 
features present as seen offshore through underwater visual inspections. Therefore, it is 
expected that both bottom friction and wave breaking dissipation will be important as the 
waves propagate across the nearshore into shallower water depths. 
The TG83 model (14) with (19) and (22) describes wave transformation in the 
nearshore due to combined dissipation by wave breaking and bottom friction. The breaking 
wave dissipation formulation has the two free parameters, B and 𝛾, that must be specified. 
It is assumed breaking waves are fully formed with B=1 and that 𝛾 0.29 as found earlier. 
The bottom friction dissipation formulation has one free parameter, fe, that must be 
specified.  
As an example, for stations BZ1 and BZ2, there was an average reduction of 55% 
in F (Figure 8a). The reduction in F is relatively independent of Hrms, but shows the largest 
reduction occurs at low tide (Figure 16a). Both wave breaking and bottom friction 
contributed to dissipation (Figure 16c). During small waves (Hrms<0.5 m), 𝜀  dominated 
𝜀 indicative of BZ2 being mostly outside of wave breaking (Figure 16c). During moderate 
waves (0.5<Hrms<1) 𝜀 and 𝜀 contributed to 𝜀 (Figure 16c) suggesting BZ2 is inside of 
wave breaking part of the time. While during larger wave conditions (Hrms> 1 m), 𝜀 was 
most important indicative of these stations now being inside of wave breaking (Figure 8c). 
During the experiment, 𝜀 represented approximately 12% of the dissipation while the 




Figure 16. a and b) % reduction in F at BZ1 (FZ1) and BZ2 (FZ3) as a 
function of Hrms and tide; c and d) % contribution of 𝜀  (black dots) and 
𝜀 (grey dots) to 𝜀 between BZ1 (FZ1) and BZ2 (FZ3) as a function of Hrms. 
For the FZ there is a 24% reduction in F between FZ2 and FZ3 (Figure 16b). The 
reduction in F is independent of Hrms and tide. 𝜀  only contributes 4% to dissipation as 
waves are no longer breaking on the mild-sloping reef (Figure 16d). Owing to the lack of 
wave breaking and near zero contribution by 𝜀 , the wave transformation is described 
solely by 𝜀 . 
Overall 𝜀 is the dominant dissipation process when 𝐻 1 m. When Hrms > 1 m, 
𝜀 is the dominant process in BZ, but 𝜀  remains the dominant dissipative process in the 
FZ. Therefore, dissipation by bottom friction is important seaward of breaking (Chapter 
II), within breaking (BZ results) and shoreward of breaking along the reef (FZ results). 
2. Analytical Model with Bottom Friction Dissipation Only 
The analytical wave transformation model GTM with bottom friction dissipation 
only (31) is compared with measured Hrms(h) across the BZ and the FZ (Figure 5b, c). In 
comparing Hrms(h) in the BZ, the model is initialized with a depth-limited breaking value 
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of Hrms= 1.9m at h= 6.5m for 𝛾= 0.29 and applied to a plane slope of 1/30 (Figure 3c). For 
FZ GTM was initialized using wave height and depth conditions at BZ3 on a plane bottom 
slope of 1/70.  
The GTM model is in good agreement with bin averaged measured Hrms(h) (cyan 
line, Figure 13c) suggesting that waves over the shallow reef are frictionally depth limited 
and that dissipation within this region is due to bottom friction. While all Hrms(h) collapses 
to a non-linear shape, some of the data exceeds the frictional depth limitation set by GTM 
due to the irregularities in the bathymetry between stations. Applying GTM to the BZ in 
deeper depths and on a steeper slope is different as Hrms(h) has more spread in the data 
(Figure 13b). In depths of 1.5 to 3.5 m GTM marks the depth limitation due to friction and 
the observed Hrms(h) for these depths are at or below this limitation (Figure 13b). When 
Hrms(h) is at the frictional limitation at these depths where the data are tightly packed and 
slightly non-linear (similar to FZ), dissipation of wave energy is solely a function of friction 
consistent with the findings in the FZ. For h>3.5, Hrms(h) exceed the GTM limitation (cyan 
line in Figure 13b). This suggests that friction is not the limiting factor and that wave 
breaking is contributing, which has a larger limitation (magenta line in Figure 13b).  
Model sensitivity to variations in Hrms, bottom slope and fe are provided in Figure 
17. Model sensitivity based on bottom slope indicates GTM becomes more linear as bottom 
slope increases (Figure 17b). These findings are consistent in the GTM results and the 
observed Hrms(h) for shallow depths in the BZ as there is still a non-linearity in the data 
based on a 1/30 slope, but not nearly as non-linear as the FZ where slope was 1/70 (Figure 
13b, c).  
Lentz et al. (2016) independently derived an analytical solution for wave 
transformation due to bottom friction over a horizontal bed for shallow water waves that 
was earlier solved more generally for any h by Dean and Dalrymple (1984). They found 




Figure 17. GTM model sensitivity analysis. a) GTM model sensitivity 
of Hrms transformation over the rocky reef for differing HO  for constant slope 
1/100; b) Model sensitivity for varying bottom slope 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽 for constant 
bottom slope 1/100 and HO= 0.25m; c) Model sensitivity for varying  fe for  
constant bottom slope 1/100 and HO= 0.25m. 
On the rocky reef, h is not constant (Figure 11c). The sensitivity of variable initial 
wave height finds the transformation more nonlinear for large wave heights with a faster 
initial decay (Figure 17a). The wave transformation for variable bottom slope with constant 
initial Hrms and fe= 6.3 show an almost linear shape for a steep 1/25 slope becoming more 
nonlinear for gentler slopes (Figure 17b). Lastly, for varying fe and constant initial Hrms and 
bottom slope= 1/100, wave transformation is monotonically decreasing for large values of 
fe>2 approaching a similar decay rate for fe>20 (Figure 17c). For smaller values of fe<2, the 
wave transformation is convex. For fe = 0, the exact solution is F=constant valid for any 
depth, which says wave heights grow as waves shoal and blows up as h approaches zero 
(Figure 16c). 
3. Model Skill of TG83 on a Rocky Reef 
Adopting an average fe=6.3, 𝛾 0.29 and setting B=1, TG83 is applied from BZ1 
to FZ6. TG83 was initialized at BZ1. The model skill was evaluated following Wilmott 
(1982): 
 𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙 1 ∑ , ,
∑ , , ,
  (33) 
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where subscripts mod represents the model and BZFZ represent the measurements. A 
skill=1 implies the model has perfectly predicted the observations and if skill is 0, there is 
no statistical prediction skill. TG83 performs well with 𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙 0.9 90% of the time and 
𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙 0.8 99% of the time (Figure 18). Hrms,mod trends to perform best when 𝐻 1m 
resulting in an average skill of 0.97 (Figure 18). The high skill suggests the spatial 
evaluation is relatively insensitive to using an average fe. fe has the greatest variability when 
the waves are small (small Ab in Figure 14), for which the skill is reduced (Figure 18).  
 
Figure 18. Model skill plotted as a function of tide and incident Hrms 
defined by the dot color. Black vertical line represents separation between 
high tide and low tide. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In Chapter II results from two wave transformation experiments conducted on the 
rocky reef at Hopkins Marine Station, in the Monterey Bay found 28–36% of the energy 
dissipated in less than 140 m between 14 m to 7 m depth, outside of wave breaking. These 
findings suggest energy dissipation due to bottom friction is an important process on rocky 
shorelines influencing wave transformation.  
Wave energy dissipation due to bottom friction is a function of the roughness of the 
ocean bottom, which controls the reduction in offshore F. Ab is comparable to 𝜎  for the 
rocky reef, indicating inertial forces are dominant (Yu et al. 2018). It is hypothesized that 
multiple scales contribute to the large values of fe and 〈𝜀 〉 presented here, but more 
research is required to confirm this. The standard deviation (𝜎 ) of the height elements was 
used to represent geometric roughness. Data sets containing measured roughness values 
were considered for comparison to the findings at the rocky reef. The rocky reef 𝜎  was 
0.9 m compared with the coral reefs 𝜎  of 0.04-0.13 m, and with Type A rocky platforms 
𝜎  0.02-0.04 m. Large 𝜎  also corresponded to larger than expected mean fe equal to 8.3 
and 12.8 for experiment A and B. Until recent field research by Lentz et al. (2016); 
Monismith et al. (2015) and Rogers et al. (2016), large fe were only seen in laboratories. fe 
at the rocky shorelines are of the same order of magnitude of the aforementioned studies, 
but an order of magnitude larger than previous fe on coral reefs presented by Lowe et al. 
(2005) and Monismith et al. (2013).  
fe was calculated numerically using an iterative forward-differencing scheme across 
the bottom profile. The optimized fe were compared to fe,midpoint determined from the 
midpoint method that had nearly a 1:1 agreement for T = 9–11 s. Biases were present for 
T < 9 s and T>11 s, where the midpoint averages under predict by a factor of 2 for short 
period waves, and over predict by 25% for long period waves. In general, there is sensitivity 
between fe and wave period (Figure 7). Additionally, from (8) it is seen that 〈𝜀 〉 does not 
increase linearly, which is the assumption when applying the midpoint method. From (8), 
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this is not the case and the numerical method accounts for this sharp increase in 〈𝜀 〉 with 
decreasing depth.  
Empirical relationships (12) and (13) were developed between fe, bottom roughness 
(𝜎 ), and orbital wave excursion amplitude, Ab, calculated based on Hrms and linear wave 
theory. Results from four experiments, one on rocky platforms, two on coral reefs and the 
rocky reef reported here, that span 4 orders of magnitude were used to develop a new 
formulation that deviates from previous empirical relationships over the range 
0.01< <100. The new power law empirical relationship solves for fe based on wave and 
bathymetric measurements. 
In Chapter III, nearshore wave transformation in water depths (h) less than 5 m at 
was examined through measurements and models by 1) evaluating observed Hrms as a 
function of h, Hrms(h), for all measurement stations, 2) computing dissipation and relative 
contribution of wave breaking and bottom friction between station pairs, 3) deriving a 
bottom-friction only analytical model for a sloping bottom, and 4) testing the analytical 
model and the Thornton and Guza (1983) model, which includes dissipation by bottom 
friction and wave breaking. Similar to the offshore findings in Chapter II, dissipation by 
bottom friction inside of wave breaking is significant on a rocky reef owing to its increased 
bottom roughness, which correspondingly modifies the wave transformation.  
For h>2 m, Hrms(h) was found to modulate with the 2 m tide and offshore incident 
wave energy. Wave saturation by wave breaking was observed for largest waves located at 
the deepest stations. Excluding these extrema, Hrms(h) was lower than the wave breaking 
saturation limit, 𝛾 0.29, suggesting bottom friction was also important. For h< 2m, 
Hrms(h) collapsed to a non-linear relationship that was modulated by the 2 m tide, was much 
lower than 𝛾 0.29, and solely controlled by bottom friction. These results differ from the 
typical linear Hrms(h) relationship found on sandy beaches.  
Large (>60%) reductions in energy fluxes were calculated over short distances. 
Total dissipation was estimated between station pairs. Dissipation by wave breaking was 
estimated using the measured 𝛾 0.29 and was subtracted from the total dissipation, 
where the residual represents dissipation by bottom friction. Bin-averaged wave energy 
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frictional factors, fe, associated with dissipation by bottom friction were 3.8 to 8.2 with an 
average fe of 6.3 and were inversely proportional to wave water particle excursions at the 
bed, Ab. These large fe are consistent with fe observed outside of wave breaking on rough 
bottoms (Lentz et al. 2016; Chapter II). 
An analytical model for shallow-water wave transformation on a plane sloping 
bottom with bottom friction is derived and compared with observations. Using an average 
fe of 6.3, the model compares well with observed Hrms(h) for h<3 m suggesting that shallow-
water wave transformation is controlled primarily by bottom friction. The non-linearity of 
Hrms(h) is related to the incident wave height, bottom slope, and fe. For h>3 m, dissipation 
by wave breaking also contributes, where the contribution increases with increasing 
offshore incident wave height. Applying the same parameters to the Thornton and Guza 
(1983) wave transformation model, which includes dissipation by breaking and bottom 
friction, when using the parameters 𝛾 0.29 and fe= 6.3 compared well across the 
measurement array. 
Wave transformation outside of wave breaking to the coast on a rough rocky reef 
is dominated by bottom friction. The results found on the rough rocky reef are consistent 
with the shallow water wave transformation on a rough coral reef (Lentz et al. 2016) A 
frictionally dominant environment as seen on the rough rocky reef, could be a contributing 
factor in enabling the diverse intertidal ecosystem to sustain and grow as wave-generated 
forces which are the leading cause of mortality are lessened in the rocky intertidal zone 
(Helmuth and Denny et al. 2003). Finally, one of the functions of a coral reef is coastal 
protection (Monismith et al. 2015). While the rocky reefs do not have a platform and lagoon 
setup like many coral reefs do (which have been shown to dissipate energy and serve to 
protect the coast), the reduction in offshore energy on the rocky reef is nearly identical to 
the reduction in energy due to friction on the coral reefs (Lowe et al. 2005; Monimsith et 
al. 2013; Monismith et al. 2015; Rogers et al. 2016; Lentz et al. 2016). This suggests that 
rocky reefs, also serve to protect their corresponding coasts as well.  
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